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From: Christel Martin 
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 10:41 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX; Complaints BCUC:EX
Cc: Horgan.MLA, John LASS:EX; Routley.MLA, Douglas G LASS:EX; Krog.MLA, Leonard 

LASS:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, MEM MEM:EX; Dix.MLA, 
Adrian LASS:EX; Farnworth.MLA, Mike LASS:EX; Green Party of BC Lars SG; Green 
Party of BC Andrew Weaver - Deputy Leader

Subject: Hydro's surcharge for analogues and Complaint about billing

I am stunned that BCUC allowed Hydro to charge an interim $35/month for analogue holders.  I 
have faithfully paid my Hydro bills on time for 30+ years.   
 
Now, I'm retired and barely scraping by; my savings are nearly gone; I'm already selling my 
possessions just to pay my bills; I'm a plaintiff in the Human Rights Tribunal class action and the 
Stop Smart Meters class action; and I'm on CPP Disability for electro-hyper-sensitivity. 
 
I am electro-hyper-sensitive as a result of mercury poisoning.  I bought my first house in 1996, and had it 
sprayed for carpenter ants three months later--structural damage was severe.  The exterminator (Ron 
Plashka, Enviro-Tech Pest Control) used Calo-Chlor, a banned commercial fungicide, aka mercuric 
chloride.  He got away with it because there were no regulations in BC and no government oversight that 
would have prevented this or helped me get my money back.   
 
My lawsuits were unsuccessful, to put it mildly.  
 
My father, pets and I all showed immediate symptoms, unrecognized and undiagnosed, of mercury 
poisoning.  My father and pets have since died of complications.  I was extremely lucky and started 
chelation in 2002 (not covered by BC Medical) concurrently removing all contaminated furnishings and 
carpets and having mercury dental amalgams removed, but did not discover the actual source of my acute 
poisoning until 2007 (as I mentioned, no regulations) after I took early retirement for health reasons.   
 
In 2009, I discovered the reason for my ongoing symptoms:  microwave radiation disrupts cell membranes, 
allowing toxins to flood my nervous system, i.e. I still have a high body burden of mercury and other heavy 
metals.  Put me in a commercial WiFi (or cell phone, cordless phone, etc.) environment, and I get dizzy, 
nauseous, itchy, fuzzy-headed and have double or blurry vision and headaches--also signs of acute mercury 
poisoning.  (Anyone with mercury amalgam fillings faces the same fate, by the way.) 
 
On the advice of a Building Biology technician, I had areas of my finally-repaired house rewired and re-re-
finished to make it safer for me.   
 
Stupidly, I also had a separate meter installed for my rental suite*.  My electrician allowed Hydro to place 
an electronic digital meter, which produces dirty electricity (DE) aka harmonic interference measured with a 
Stetzer meter.  DE causes health problems all by itself.  Immediately my vision blurred and I could no 
longer see clearly in my own home.  Eventually I managed to get Hydro to replace it with an analogue, and 
my vision cleared.   
 
(*I have not rented the suite since November 1, 2011 because tenants used wireless devices despite my clear 
disapproval in the rental agreement.  I got sick with insomnia and headaches, and couldn't evict the tenant--
so I stopped renting it after the last one moved out.) 
 
Then Hydro installed smart meters in my neighbourhood, and my vision blurred again.   
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Meanwhile, Hydro has been less-than-honest about their readings:  In 2009, my total bill was $120/month. 
 After separating main from suite, it rose to $140 ($90 for mine; $50 for the tenant) because, said Hydro, 
there's a built-in meter/account fee that no one mentions.   
 
In October 2011, after my last tenant moved out, the suite meter reverted to my name.  I was charged 
$50/month based on tenant's usage for 2011-2012; then it dropped to $43 throughout 2012-2013.  I was 
going to revert to one meter, but BCH Customer Service said I'd lose the low rate on the suite, which 
balances the meter/account fee (it doesn't). 
 
This September, Hydro raised it to $51, claiming usage had increased.  BCH CS claimed that my 
refrigerator was too old, the compressor was failing and using more electricity (?!).  I have had every 
unnecessary breaker turned off from March - October, i.e. no heat, no lights, no stove--just one light circuit 
and the fridge.  I turned the heat on again at the beginning of October; it's set at 13C to keep moisture out of 
the basement.  I did the same upstairs.   
 
My meters have not been read all summer, from March to August, and guesstimates have been wildly off 
the mark.  Phone calls get unbelievable responses; letters go unanswered.  
 
At BCH SC urging, I held onto my two analogues and now Hydro wants to, with the Liberals' blessing, 
charge me $35/month/meter--$70/month--to live as safely as I can in my own home. 
 
I'm on CPP Disability and my total monthly income (MPP* + CPPD) is less than $2,500/month before 
taxes.  (I was caught in the Liberals' attack on BC HEU in 2003 and my wages, hours, benefits dropped 
from 2003 levels to 1970's levels, hence my pittance pension* after nearly 30 years in health care.)  I've had 
to re-mortgage the house early just to pay off my bills.  My life's savings--including my inheritance from 
my father--went for uninsured medical care (chelation protocol), and house repairs, rewiring and re-
refinishing.  I don't have any "sugar daddies" or "rich uncles" either. 
 
I'm nearly 63, and when I turn 65, my income will drop by half.   I already shop from the "past-due" bin and 
thrift shops, and do whatever I can to keep costs down.  The BC Liberals will force me out of my home and 
onto the streets. 
 
I can't use public transportation, attend public events or classes or go to gatherings of people--too many cell 
phones, WiFi, etc.  I can't even use the hospital, so Heaven help me if I get sick or need emergency care: 
 there are antennas on the new maternity wing overlooking emergency, with cell phones, WiFi and cordless 
phones throughout.  Shaw's installing commercial public wifi throughout the city, so I'll soon be stuck inside
my only refuge:  my house. 
 
I've offered Mr. Reimer my house for $1,000,000 cash or money order.  I'd be glad to leave voluntarily and 
rent the whole house for added income, but my savings are nearly gone and where do I go anyway? 
 
This smart meter program is costing me everything I worked all my life for.  The lack of regulations on 
microwave emissions, as on pesticides, is costing me my life. 
 
I did not contract for dirty electricity from neighbours' appliances, heavy machinery, and electronic devices 
through Hydro wires.  Hydro knows about this feedback problem--I have complained to Hydro--but they 
claimed it's too expensive to put filters on all homes--not too expensive to spend $1B on deadly hardware 
and software that needs to be upgraded every few months though. 
 
I did not contract for endangerment of my health, safety and privacy with inappropriate microwave-emitting 
hackable wireless computers.   
 
I did not contract for spyware that allows Hydro and any other interested party to see what I'm doing or even 
if anyone's home.   
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I did not contract for devices that allow Hydro to turn off my power whenever a Chinese-owned LNG plant 
in northern BC or elsewhere needs a boost, or when California decides not to pay its bills again. 
 
BCUC is supposed to be independent, the People's Watchdog.  I ask you to ban all Hydro fees above and 
beyond actual power usage (no time-of-use, either).  I have two analogue meters with a meter-reading fee 
already built into the rates; that's what I contracted for and that's what I want. 
 
Christel Martin 

 
P.S.  If someone wants my house for $1,000,000, I'll take it. 




